SNP detection exploiting multiple sources of redundancy in large EST collections improves validation rates.
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection exploiting redundancy in expressed sequence tag (EST) collections that arises from the presence of transcripts of the same gene from different individuals has been used to generate large collections of SNPs for many species. A second source of redundancy, namely that EST collections can contain multiple transcripts of the same gene from the same individual, can be exploited to distinguish true SNPs from sequencing error. In this article, we demonstrate with Atlantic salmon and pig EST collections that splitting the EST collection in two, detecting SNPs in both subsets, then accepting only cross-validated SNPs increases validation rates. In the pig data set, 676 cross-validated putative SNPs were detected in a collection of 160,689 ESTs. When validating a subset of these by genotyping on MassARRAY 85.1% of SNPs were polymorphic in successful assays. In the salmon data set, 856 cross-validated putative SNPs were detected in a collection of 243,674 ESTs. Validation by genotyping showed that 81.0% of the cross-validated putative SNPs were polymorphic in successful assays. Cross-validated SNPs are available at dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/), ss69371838-ss69372575 for the salmon SNPs and ss69372587-ss69373226 for the pig SNPs.